
big data in the 
city: exploring notions 
of design and agency

Smart cities are increasingly under scrutiny for their 
top-down controlling and monitoring mechanisms, and are 
criticized for serving neo-liberal agendas. This is a 
consequence of ‘smart’ systems using algorithms to help 
inform decision-making aimed at increasing the effi-
ciency of urban processes. But who is in control of the 
‘smart city’? Who decides what data is aggregated, and 
who designs the algorithms? What questions are asked 
in analysing the data? Should designers engage in this 
process, and how?
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léan doody (ARUP) is an associate at arup, and concentrates 

on the application of information and communications technology in urban 

developments. she leads work in smart cities, looking at how information 

technology and data in cities can impact how people use cities, with an 

emphasis on supporting sustainable cities. recent project work has been 

in developing ict strategies for new urban developments and cities in the 

united kingdom including birmingham, as well as in finland, china and 

qatar.

speakers
alison powell (LSE) is assistant professor and programme 

director of the msc in media and communication (data & society) at the 

london school of economics. she researches how people’s values influence 

the way technology is built, and how technological systems in turn change 

the way we work and live together.

diana tanase (RCA) is a tutor in the design interactions 

department at the royal college of art. she recently completed her phd at 

the school of computer science, university of westminster and her research 

interests are focused on the challenges in cross-lingual 

information retrieval and on discovering creative uses of web technologies.

mike saunders (commonplace) is co-founder of commonplace; a 

uk-based social enterprise startup that developed a web tool for 

communities to influence local planning decisions. commonplace’s mission 

is to improve the urban environment through data and collaboration.



Roberto Bottazzi (The Bartlett, UCL ) is an architect, 

researcher and educator. His research on the impact of globalisation and 

digital technology on architecture and urbanism has been widely published 

both in the UK and internationally.

jane hall (assemble) assemble are a collective based in london who 
work across the fields of art, architecture and design. they began working 

together in 2010 and have recently received the prestigious turner prize 

for their work on the granby four streets project in liverpool. assemble’s 

working practice seeks to address the typical disconnection between the 

public and the process by which places are made. the collective champions 

a working practice that is interdependent and collaborative, seeking to 

actively involve the public as both participant and collaborator in the 

on-going realization of the work.

the creative exchange (RCA) is a collaboration between 

lancaster university, newcastle university and the royal college of art, 

who bring expertise in designing experiences, digital prototyping and 

communication innovation. in addition to the academic co-investigators, 

a total of 21 funded phd researchers are working on intensive co-creation 

and design research. the creative exchange explores digital public space 

in partnership with a host of companies and individuals through six core 

themes: personalisation, experience, participation, connectivity, 

narrative and identity.

david chandler (university of westminster ) is professor of 

international relations and director of the centre for the study of 

democracy at the department of politics and international relations, 

university of westminster. his research interests focus on analysis of 

policy interventions in the international arena, including humanitari-

anism, statebuilding and the promotion of resilience. he is also 

interested in international political, legal and sociological theory.



monday 25th january
theme:

big data in the city - exploring 
notions of design and agency
location:

lecture theatre 1, darwin building

10.00 - 10.30   coffee and pastries - senior common room lounge, 

    darwin building

10.30 - 11.00   susannah hagan - welcome and introduction
11.00 - 12.00 alison powell 
12.00 - 13.00    diana tanase

13.00 - 14.00 lunch - senior common room lounge, darwin building

14.00 - 15.00 mike saunders
15.00 - 16.00 lean doody

16.00   drinks - the queens arms, 30 queen’s gate mews



tuesday 26th january
themes:  

big data in a historical context, 
social media data, network 
visualisation
location:  

red room, stephens building

09.30-10.00  coffee and pastries

10.00 - 11.30 roberto bottazzi
11.30 - 13.30 cx network: tom simmons, susannah haslam,  
    veronica ranner, jimmy tidey & benjamin  
    koslowski 

13.30 - 14.30 lunch - senior common room lounge, darwin building

14.30 - 17.00 network visualisation workshop



wednesday 27th january
themes: 

big data and new epistemologies, com-
munity engagement in public space
location:  

6th floor crit room, darwin building
east london

09.30 - 10.00 coffee and pastries - 6th floor crit room, darwin   

    building

10.00 - 13.00 reading group with david chandler 

13.00 - 13.30 jane hall - assemble 

13.30 - 17.30 lunch + public space tour - east london

18.00   dinner  



thursday 28th january
themes:  

big data in art and design
location: 

somerset house, central london
senior common room lounge, darwin building
red room, stephens building

10.00 - 13.00 big bang data exhibition tour & reflection  
    workshop - somerset house

13.00 - 14.00 lunch - senior common room lounge, darwin building

14.00 - 17.00  traders management meeting




